RACIAL IDENTITIES OF PEOPLES IN THE BIBLE

Since the end of WWII the onslaught against the White Christian nations has accelerated and is aimed not only at the physical existence and wellbeing, but also the very soul of these nations. Within our midst we have politicians, theologians and teachers who are following an alien political agenda, who are feeding Christians, especially their vulnerable children, with views contrary to the Bible. This is a form of ‘social engineering’ which follows the communist doctrine where everybody is regarded as ‘equal’ in ability. This ‘equality’ is to be achieved by dumbing down the gifted and artificially raising the less gifted, especially in countries where there is forced racial mixing. Because the median in the distribution curve in intelligence varies considerably between nations, this social engineering takes on an explicit racial agenda. Families and nations are to be done away with, and there will be a One World religion – which will not be Christianity. The One Worlders also wish to do away with race and national governments, thus promoting miscegenation where ultimately humanity becomes one malleable, amorphous brown race.

The one aspect with which this article wishes to deal is the new doctrine proclaimed from many pulpits in non-White churches and more subtly by White priests, that Christ was a Coloured man. By implication, King David, Adam and even God would then be Coloured – for are we not ‘all’ made in His image? Some churches go as far as to say that Christ was crucified solely because he was Coloured. The reasoning used to propagate this lie is that Adam was the first person on Earth and that to have black, yellow, brown and white races on Earth today would require that Adam be a person of potentially many races – a mixture of all races. ‘Time’ magazine (Dec 22, 2003 and April 12, 2004) had an artist’s recreation of the face of Christ where he was portrayed as a podgy, brown man with curly brown hair, with an insipid weak face. Had this been a depiction of Mohammad, the world would have gone up in flames as Muslims would have shown their disgust and anger.

What many people fail to understand is that people who inhabit a country and call themselves by an historical name need not be the people who lived there hundreds or even thousands of years ago. The demography (racial character) may have changed so much that they are unrecognizable when compared with the original inhabitants. Where did the name ‘German’ originate? It is perpetuated in the English language but is not what this people
originally called themselves, and are known mostly by their tribal names in other languages. The land originally inhabited by the Scythians was later occupied by another people when they moved into what is today Deutschland and to distinguish between the two, the Romans called them the Germania Scythia – the genuine Scythians – and later the term Scythia was dropped and ‘Germania’ retained. The Romans brought this terminology to Britain. [Another explanation is that Ger-man meant warrior man as in Guerre for ‘war’]. The Greeks of today do not resemble the tall, fair-haired Greeks of antiquity; neither do the Italians of today look like the legionaries of Rome, who were initially required to be at least 6 foot tall. As other races became assimilated into the Roman Empire, this requirement had to be lowered in order to recruit sufficient soldiers. The dynamic sea-faring Portugese from the 16th century with a population then of only about 1 million inhabitants (Severy, 1992) made the fatal mistake of allowing hordes of Black slaves into their homeland and as their blood became severely diluted they disappeared as a pioneering force from the world stage.

An interesting observation is that where inhabitants of a country rob their ‘own’ graves, this invariably indicates that the graves are not those of their ancestors e.g. the plundering of the tombs in Egypt which continues to this very day by people not descended from the Pharaohs. As yet, the British do not plunder Westminster Abbey!

Who was Adam?

The Bible is the history and genealogy of those descended from Adam. It is not concerned with the other peoples already in existence at the time Adam emerged except where they impinge on the story of the descendants of Adam. Adam was not the first person on Earth. This is borne out in the Bible where Cain is driven out of the land by God and says “I shall be a fugitive and a vagabond in the earth; and it shall come to pass, that everyone that findeth me shall slay me” (Gen. 4:14). This was said when Church lore would have you believe that there were ostensibly only four persons on earth – Adam, Eve and their two sons Cain and Abel. God’s response to Cain confirms that there were many other people not descended from Adam around: “And the Lord said unto him, therefore whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken on him sevenfold. And the Lord set a mark upon Cain, lest any finding him should kill him” (Gen. 4:15). Why put a mark on Cain if only his mother and father were then in existence? Cain and his wife then go on to build a city (Gen. 4:17) – just the two of them?!

If the underlying premise (that Adam is the progenitor of every person on earth past and present) is incorrect – and drastically so – then everything that follows will be incorrect. If yet further incorrect premises are added to the first premise (such as the Jews of today are the Israelites of yesteryear), then we are dealing with complete fabrications and distortions with severe implications for the descendants of Adam in an age where racial mixing is being forced upon the White Christian nations only.
The Concordance records Adam as meaning ‘red man’. He was said to have been moulded from red clay. In Hebrew Adam consists of two words as ‘Aw-dawm’ which means ‘blood in the face, i.e. someone who is able to blush’. There is only one racial group that is able to blush – the White race. So how can Adam be the first man in the world, be white, yet give rise to all the dark nations as well? He did not. The Bible is a history only of the Adamites – those who were White. The Bible is not concerned with the creation of the other races. In fact, in the original Hebrew there were two creations mentioned in Genesis – the first (Chap. 1) was of Man and the second (Chap. 2) was for an agriculturalist to till the Garden of Eden, who was called Adam. The first creation consisted of hunter-gatherers and the second was civilized man who performed agriculture. Where was agriculture first performed? Traditionally this is believed to have occurred between the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers in the land of Sumer. From here it spread out to the Nile and the Indus valley. If Adam was a White man, then his progeny would be White unless it was recorded that they had taken wives who were not white (as in the case of Esau who married a Hittite woman and had a son Edom, who had a son Amalek who at times were bitter foes of the Israelites descended of Jacob, the twin brother of Esau).

Also, “When the Most High divided to the nations their inheritance, when he separated the sons of Adam, he set the bounds of the people according to the number of the children of Israel” (Deut.32:8). The sons of Adam refer to only the children of Israel.

It is interesting to note that in “Sons of Adam” Prof Abdel Sabur Shahin of Arabi Literature at Cairo University interprets the Muslim Koran as saying that Adam is the ‘father of humanity’ but not the first man to walk the earth. More accurately, based on the recorded characteristics of the descendants of Adam, he was the father of civilization.

The physical appearance of Jesus

Extracts of a letter from Pontius Pilate to Tiberius Caesar (copies in the Congressional Library in Washington):

“….. One day I observed in the midst of a group of people a young man who was leaning against a tree, calmly addressing the multitude. I was told it was Jesus. This I could easily have suspected so great was the difference between him and those listening to him. His golden coloured hair and beard gave to his appearance a celestial aspect. He appeared to be about 30 years of age. Never have I seen a sweeter or more serene countenance. What a contrast between him and his bearers with their black beards and tawny complexions! …. Later, I wrote to Jesus requesting an interview with him at the Praetorium. …. For some time I stood admiring this extraordinary man. There was nothing in him that was repelling, nor in his character, yet did I feel awed in his presence. I told him that there was a magnetic
simplicity about him and his personality that elevated him far above the philosophers and teachers of his day. .....

A description of Jesus by Publius Lentelus a resident of Judea in the reign of Tiberius Caesar which first appeared in the writings of St Anselm of Canterbury in the 11th century:

“There lives at this time in Judea a man of singular virtue whose name is Jesus Christ, whom the barbarians esteem as a prophet, but his followers love and adore as the offspring of the immortal God... He is a tall man, well-shaped, and of an amiable and revered aspect; his hair of a colour that can hardly be matched, falling into graceful curls, waving about and very agreeable crouching upon his shoulders, parted on the crown of the head, running as a stream to the front after the fashion of the Nazarites. His forehead high, large and imposing; his cheeks without spot or wrinkle, beautiful with a lovely red; his nose and mouth formed with exquisite symmetry; his beard, and of a colour suitable to his hair, reaching below his chin and parted in the middle like a fork; his eyes bright blue, clear and serene. Look innocent, dignified, manly and mature. In proportion of body most perfect, and captivating; his arms and hands delectable to behold. .....

A further description of Jesus is found in The Archko Volume which contains official court documents from the days of the Messiah. This information substantiates that He came from racial lines which had blue eyes and golden hair. In a chapter titled “Gamaliel’s Interview” it states concerning Jesus: “I asked him to describe his person to me, so that I might know him if I should meet him. While he is nothing but a man, there is something about him that distinguishes him from every other man. He is the picture of his mother, only he has not her smooth, round face. His hair is a little more golden than hers, though it is as much from sunburn than anything else. He is tall, and his shoulders are a little drooped; his visage is thin and of a swarthy complexion, though this is from exposure. His eyes are large and a soft blue, and rather dull and heavy”.

Mary was from a priestly bloodline with direct descent from Aaron (the Egyptian high priest) who was the brother of Moses, while Elizabeth, wife of Zacharias was the cousin of Mary and the mother of John the Baptist and thus also descended of Aaron (Luke 1: 5, 36). Moses must have closely resembled the ruling class of Egypt to have been accepted as family after been found in the basket in the bulrushes.

The Old Testament book The Song of Solomon (5: 10) appears to confirm the above descriptions of Jesus. Many theologians are convinced that the ‘husband’ in this book has a dual fulfilment in both Solomon and, prophetically, in Jesus the Messiah: “My beloved {husband} is white and ruddy ....”

The wise men who visited the stable soon after the birth of Jesus after following the prophesied signs in the heavens, confirmed that the child was ‘without blemish and
without spot’ (1 Peter 1:19) and was indeed the Christ (blemish = physical defect or disfigurement e.g. scar or stain). Christ had to be pure bred to be the son of God i.e. not of mixed blood. Theologians today like to interpret this as ‘without a moral defect’ but this would be impossible for the wise men to determine at birth.

The physical description of David

“And he sent, and brought him in. Now he was ruddy [admoni], and withal of a beautiful countenance, and goodly to look to” (1 Sam. 16:12).

“And when the Philistine [Goliath] looked about, and saw David, he disdained him: for he was but a youth, and ruddy, and of a fair countenance (1 Sam. 17:42). David’s daughter Tamar was ‘fair’ (2 Sam. 13:1). Sarah and Rebekah who were both descended from Adam were both described as being ‘very fair’ (Gen. 12:11, 14; 24:16; 26:7). Moses was ‘exceedingly fair’ (Acts 7:20). The daughters of Job, one of the Adamic patriarchs, were known as the ‘fairest women in all the land’ (Job 42:15). Solomon was described as being ‘white and ruddy’ (Solomon 5:10). The Nazarites (consecrated persons) of Judah were ‘whiter than milk’ and ‘more ruddy in body than rubies’ (Lam.4:7).

[N.B. Chambers Concise Dictionary, 1988, p 932. Ruddy: red; reddish; of the colour of healthy skin in white-skinned peoples].

Jesus was a descendant of David.

Ancient writers such as Polemon of Ilium, Galienos, Clement of Alexandria, and Adamantios state that the Scythians were like the Celts and Germans, and describe them as ruddy-fair. Ammianus (c350 A.D.) describes them as almost all tall and handsome, with hair almost yellow, and a fierce look. This is how the Bible describes the Israelites.

The physical appearance of Abraham and Sarah’s descendants:

Abraham migrated from the city of Ur in Sumer to the Promised Land. The Sumerians were Aryans and so were Abraham and his family.

The name Laban itself means to be white. He was Abraham’s grand-nephew, father of Jacob’s wives Leah and Rachel. Jacob’s father Isaac got his wife Rebekah from Laban’s father, Bethuel.

The Bible clearly describes Abraham and Sarah’s descendants as ‘fair’ (Hew. yaheh. Gen. 12:11; 24:16; 26:7; Esther 2:7).

The description of Sarah in the seventh Dead Sea Scroll extolled Sarah’s perfection:
“Her skin was pure white; She had long and lovely hair; her limbs were smooth and rounded (her thighs were shapely); She had slender legs and small feet; her hands were slim and long and so were her fingers”. Abraham, being a relative of Sarah (Gen. 20:12) would be identical in appearance.

The physical description of Israel’s Nazarites:

The Nazarites are described as being ‘purer than snow, they were whiter than milk, they were more ruddy in body than rubies (Lam. 4:7).

The physical appearance of the ancient Egyptians:


Egyptian artists were acutely conscious of the physical characteristics of the diverse peoples with whom Egypt had contact. Egyptian artists represented Libyans and the pre-Israelite inhabitants of Canaan as having fair hair and light eyes in sharp contrast to the black Nubians. Egyptian and Cretan artists followed a convention of painting males with red skins and females with white skins.

Queen Hatshepsut, wife of Pharaoh Thutmosis II (she ruled Egypt after Thutmosis’ death in 1520 BC): “The mummy was mostly unwrapped and on its back. Strands of reddish-blond hair lay on the floor beneath the head” (Egyptologist Donald P. Ryan, 1989).

Yuya – believed to be the Biblical Joseph who was Prime Minister in Egypt during 1400 BC and father of Tiye (wife of Pharaoh Amenhotep III). Yuya’s blond hair and Caucasian facial structure have been well preserved by the embalming process. Of interest, seers in the Near East in ancient times dressed in coats of many colours to distinguish them.

Ramses II (Egyptian king 1292 – 1225 BC): Scientific examination confirmed that his red hair was natural and not as a result of the embalming process. After this king, Egypt entered into a steady period of decay, caused directly by the elimination of the original Egyptians, and their replacement with a mixed population. This racially divergent nation was never again to reach the heights achieved by the First, Second or the first part of the Third Kingdoms. In these later years there were competing claimants to the pharaohs’ throne, many of whom, racially speaking, bore no resemblance to the original pharaohs at all.

Queen Tiye (The ‘Elder Lady”), the daughter of Biblical Joseph: is well-mummified with curly blond-red hair.
The Ramesses II family believed themselves to be divine descendants of Seth with their red hair as proof of their lineage. Red-haired Egyptians are not only of anthropological interest but also have great symbolic importance because in ancient Egypt the god Seth was said to have been red-haired, and redheads were said to worship the god devoutly.

Another example is of Pharaoh Seti I (son of Ramses I) who became pharaoh in 1320 BC and who has full Caucasian features and hair.

“Ginger”: a well preserved body buried in a sand grave circa 3300 BC but now in the British Museum, possibly an ordinary artisan had red hair, presupposing that the genes were not confined to the ruling class.

Queen Cleopatra: opposite page. Of Greek ancestry, she is recorded as having red hair.
Egyptian Pharaoh Tuthmosis IV
Eighth Pharaoh of the 18th Dynasty of the New Kingdom
About **2.4%** of the **British** population have 50% or more red hairs on the head; **12%** in **Scotland**, especially amongst the **Picts**; with red hair common in **Ireland** and **Norway**, and occurring in small numbers throughout **Europe** (The Ensign Message, April-June 2013, pg. 29).

Wherever the founders of ancient Egypt settled, **pyramids** were built. Hence pyramids are found in Central & South America, China (over 300 pyramids), Philippines, Canary Islands, Russia, and more than twenty in Europe (Italy, Spain, France, Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Greece). The largest of all pyramids was fairly recently discovered in Bosnia (Osmanagich, S.).

The myths and legends of Greece, India and South America describe the rule of Osiris and Isis: “The Mighty Osiris and Isis walked into the Egyptian Valley out of nowhere and assumed command. They were taller and more imposing than the men of the time, with long blond hair, marble like white skin and remarkable powers that enabled miracles”.

**Moses** was found as a baby in a basket in the bulrushes and was adopted by the Egyptian queen. For Moses to have passed as an Egyptian and vice versa, he would have had to have looked the same.

Leaked results reveal that **King Tut’s DNA is a 99.6% match with Western European** Y chromosomes. The R1b is the most common Y-chromosome haplo-group in Europe, reaching its highest concentrations in Ireland, Scotland, western England and the European Atlantic seaboard. The publishing of a fraction of the results of DNA analysis of the ruling class in ancient Egypt has revealed **that up to 70% of British men and half of all Western European men are related to the pharaoh Tutankhamun and his family**. According to scientists at Zurich-based DNA genealogy centre, iGENEA, Tutankhamun who ruled more than 3 000 years ago belonged to a genetic profile group known as haplo-group R1b1a2, to which more than 50% of all men in Western Europe belong, indicating that they shared a common ancestor. **Less than 1% of present day Egyptians have this gene** – which indicates both that the present population does not descent from the pharaohs and that the original ancient Egyptian population migrated out of Egypt as a body. In certain parts of Britain and in western Spain, this gene is found in 70% of the present day population. This indicates that
the ruling class (the results of the DNA tests on ordinary workmen in ancient Egypt have been put under an embargo by Egyptian officials) were in fact Celts. The proto-Celtic homeland (from whence the **Germanic and Celtic tribes** originated) was originally in the area between the Hindu Cush Mountains and the Caspian Sea. The director of iGENEA, Roman Scholz, said that a **common ancestor of the Egyptians and the Europeans is believed to have lived in the Caucasus about 9 500 years ago**.

Bronze Age Caucasians speaking **Indo-European** languages migrated from western China and their well-preserved mummies showing intricate clothing, hair and skin have been excavated in the **Tarim Basin**. The mummies range from 2 000 to 4 000 years old and from analysis of the manufacture of their clothing, show a close affinity with clothing from the same era in Persia (Barber, 1999). Their headdress was similar to that of **Phrygian archers** from the Anatolia region and their kilts resembled **Scottish tartans** in look, weight, feel and initial thickness as kilt cloth and **Hallstatt (Celtic)** materials (Barber, 1999). Images of these Tocharian are painted on the wall in the Caves of a Thousand Buddhas at Qizil as blue-eyed, bearded and with hair characteristically centre-parted (c.f. description of Christ above whose hair was ‘parted on the crown of his head’). Mummies were 6’ 6” tall with blond or red hair with full beards. Early Chinese written records describe **tall, blond-red, hairy people** who by the first millennium AD were known as **Tokharians**.

**South America** was inhabited by **Europeans** hundreds of thousands of years before Christ. The **Chachapoya** are described by the Conquistadores as warriors who were **white, blond, and large and who built stone buildings** even larger than in Machu Picchu (De Mahieu 2013). According to the archaeologist Augusta Le Plongeon, in antiquity when the lost continent of **Atlantis** existed, the **Mayans** on the Yucatan Peninsula formed a colony between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers and founded the cities of **Ur** (from which Abraham originated) and **Babylon**. From here they colonised the **Indus Valley** and **Egypt** about 23 000 BC. Later, after Atlantis had sunk beneath the sea and civil war had broken out in the Yucatan, Queen Mu and her followers joined their kinsmen in Egypt in around 10 000 B.C. and this was the start of the Egyptian civilization as we know it. At the same time, other **White tribes from South America** settled in the **Mediterranean**, many as pirates or mercenaries. One such tribe was the Car and these **Carians** (= Caraanites – Ezra 9:1-2) are also mentioned in the Bible. **Herodotus** boasted of his descent from the Carians and his portraits show him to be a European (page 14). The **Aryans** from the sunken continent of **Lemuria** in the Pacific sought sanctuary in Japan where they were the earliest inhabitants (the Ainu are remnants) before moving through China into the then lush Gobi Desert where they sojourned for a while before migrating into India, the Middle East and Europe. As these Aryans expanded from northern Europe, they put pressure on these **Old Europeans** and one such group, the **Peleset**, was forced to attempt an invasion of Egypt and after being repulsed, settled in Palestine and became known as the **Philistines**. These Old Europeans (of which the **Basques** are possibly a remnant) were absorbed into the races and cultures in
which they eventually found themselves. Recently similarities were found in the language of the Basques and that of the ancient Caucasian Ainu of Japan.

**Who were the Philistines?**

The occupants of graves at Mycenae, who depicted horse chariots on their gravestones and were almost certainly early Greeks (ca. 1600 B.C.), were **over six feet tall**. Since later Philistine sites are full of pottery derived from Mycenaean models, it has been suggested that **Goliath was an over-six-footer of Mycenaean descent** – a veritable giant when pitted against the local five-foot Mediterranean stock (Barber, 1999). **Goliath was a descendant of King Og of the Ammonites** (1 Chron. 20: 3-6) who was a **remnant of the giants** whose bedstead was “Nine cubits was the length thereof, and four cubits the breadth of it, after the cubit of a man” [thirteen-and-a-half feet by six feet] (Deut. 3: 11). In the Bronze Age a man with such reach with either sword or javelin would be formidable. For comparison, the average height of a British soldier at the Battle of Rorke’s Drift in 1879 was a mere **five foot and four inches** – a decrease in size over the previous 10 years due to conditions of inadequate nutrition brought about by the Industrial Revolution in Britain.

Who were the Amorites?

‘The Amorites, were **blondes, dolichocephalic and tall** ...’ according to Maurice Fishberg in ‘*The Jews – A study of race and environment*’ (1911, pg. 181).

‘The probability is that the name ‘**Amorite**’ (i.e. ‘**Westerner**’) was actually an Akkadian designation for the various Northwest-Semitic peoples of Upper Mesopotamia and Syria from who sprang both the later **Arameans** and **Hebrews**. The language of the patriarchs had originally been a dialect of Aramaic (Gen.31: 47), but as ties with the homeland grew weaker they assimilated the Canaanite language of which Hebrew (like Moabite) is but a dialect’ (John Bright, “*A History of Israel*” 1959, p 82). ‘The term **Amorites refers to those**
Northwest-Semitic elements to which Israel’s own ancestors belonged. The dominant pre-Israelite population was thus in race and language not different from Israel herself’ (p. 106).

‘Egyptian illustrations of the New Kingdom show the Palestine Amorites to have been a race much more like the northern Europeans than the Semites; long-headed, with blue eyes, straight nose and thin lips’ (*Encyclopaedia Britannica*, 1957, p. 829).

**The Original Greeks**

The Greeks of today are a people through whose veins the blood of many races flow and are not to be confused with the ancient Greeks, some of whose blood still flows in their veins.

Josephus (bk. 12, chap. 4, sec.10, pp. 296-297) mentions that *Israelites had lived in southern Greece many years before Christ* and quotes the Spartan King Areus as saying “We have discovered that both the Jews [Israelites] and the Lacedemonians are of one stock, and are derived from the kindred of Abraham”. A book titled *Hellesemitica* (1965) states that the Spartans, whose kings claimed descent from Danaos, are brothers of the Jews [Israelites] and descended from Abraham’s kindred.

The original Greek peoples were described as follows: The ‘pure’ Greek is, according to Polemo (considered the foremost ancient physiognomist), of moderate and erect stature, of a fair face with light complexion mixed with red; he is lean with hands and elbows of moderate size, watchful, quick to learn, with medium-sized head, with thickness and strength in the neck, soft reddish hair, not only curly, but combed and straight, with a square countenance, thin lips, and a moderate straight nose, moist, shining eyes, which move quickly and contain much light. Likewise, the man devoted to literature and philosophy …. Is of moderate and erect stature, of fair complexion mixed with red, his hair verging on yellow, neither curly nor shaggy, his build compact …. and with moist and shining eyes, filled with joy.

Wherever the Hellenic and Ionic race has been kept pure (according to Adamantios a 4th century A.D. Hebrew sophist and physician) we see proper tall men of fairly broad and straight build, neatly made, of fairly light skin and blond; the flesh is rather firm, the limbs straight, the extremities well made …. the eyes bright, piercing and full of light; for of all nations, the Greek has the fairest eyes.

... a golden-haired race called the Greeks began to settle in the big midway island of Crete, and on the north side of the Mediterranean Sea around the straits connecting with the Black Sea. They were much like the Aryans who were invading India …. They were a delightful people indeed, who contributed so much to poetry, art, sports, trade, and liberty that their memory has been kept fresh by all people since, in gratitude and admiration. These nomads from the north were not the swarthy people of today’s Greece, but a tall, muscular, blue-
... They never numbered more than a few millions, and they flourished for about 500 years only ... but to us they are the most important people of ancient times for they became the teachers of all European and all Americans of European origin (The Ladder of History, 1945).

These descriptions correspond with the descriptions the Bible gives of the Adamic Israelites.

Other peoples

The original, or Old European settlements, dominated huge areas of Europe and Russia stretching from Italy through the Black Sea, including all of modern Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, and parts of the Ukraine, and as far as northern India where they created the Indus Valley civilization. This included the civilizations in the Aegean - the Cretan (centered at Knossos on Crete), the city state of Troy; and the Etruscans in Italy. Images show these peoples to be White. Both Egypt and Crete are shown archeologically to have had regular contact. The Old Europeans were over time conquered by both Indo-European and Semitic peoples into which they became absorbed. DNA studies have shown that the Minoans, Europe’s first advanced culture that arose on Crete in the 27th century and flourished until the 15th century BC, were Caucasians (Gayle, 2013). The data suggest that the Neolithic population that gave rise to the Minoans also migrated into Europe and gave rise to modern European peoples.

Other peoples migrating in successive waves throughout this region and who were Aryans include the Medes, Persians, Hittites, Phoenicians, Scythians, Phrygians, Cretans, Trojans, Goths, Carians, and those that settled in Palestine were known as Canaanites.

The Carians are mentioned in the Bible as mercenaries to the Egyptians (and the battle fleet of King Minos) (2 Kings 11:4, 19; 2 Sam 8:18; 15:18; 20:23). The Arians [Aryans] are linked to the Car people who inhabited South America from Mexico to the River Plate at the time of Atlantis and who were tall White peoples. Herodotus was descended from Carians and his busts show him to be a White man. The Carians were part of what is known as the Old Europeans before the arrival of the Aryans in about 3000 BC who caused them to be pushed out and become the Sea Peoples who raided Egypt and the Near East and southeastern Europe around 1200 B.C. Many Carians were absorbed into the Greeks – like the ancestors of Herodotus.

Prohibited marriages – Miscegenation

The Bible law is quite firm on the prohibition of mixed marriages. An Englishman marrying a German or an Irish partner is still within the same race group and there is no prohibition.
“.... Thou shalt not take a wife of the daughters of Canaan” (Gen.28:6).

“Take heed to thyself lest thou make a covenant with the inhabitants of the land whither thou goest, lest it be a snare in the midst of thee” (Exod. 34:15-16)

“Do not intermarry with them. Do not give your daughters to their sons or to take their daughters for your sons” (Deut. 7:1-3).

“Else if ye do in any wise go back, and cleave unto the remnant of these nations, even these that remain among you, and shall make marriages with them, and go in unto them, and they to you: know for a certainty that the Lord your God will no more drive out any of these nations from before you; but they shall be snares and traps unto you and scourges in your sides...” (Josh. 23:12-13).

“And the children of Israel dwelt among the Canaanites, Hittites, and Amorites, and Perizzites, and Hivites, and Jebusites: and they took their daughters to be their wives, and gave their daughters to their sons, and served their gods. And the children of Israel did evil in sight of the Lord ....” (Judges 3:5-8).

“They were from nations about which the Lord had told the Israelites, ‘you must not intermarry with them, because they will surely turn your heads after their gods’, nevertheless Solomon held fast to them in love (Solomon’s sin)” (1 Kings 11:1-2).

“And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay” (Dan.2:43-44).

“...... The people of Israel, and the priests, and the Levites, have not separated themselves from the people of the lands, doing according to their abominations, even the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jesubites, the Ammonites, the Moabites, the Egyptians, and the Amorites. Now therefore give not your daughters unto their sons, neither take their daughters unto your sons, nor seek their peace or their wealth for ever: ..... and eat the good of the land, and leave it for an inheritance to your children for ever” (Ezra 9:1-2, 12).

“And Shechaniah the son of Jehiel, one of the sons of Elam, answered and said unto Ezra, We have trespassed against our God, and have taken strange wives of the people of the land: yet now there is hope in Israel concerning this thing. Now therefore let us make a covenant with our God to put away all the wives, and such as are born to them, according to the counsel of my lord... And Ezra the priest stood up, and said unto them, Ye have transgressed, and have taken strange wives, to increase the trespass of Israel. Now therefore make confession unto the Lord God of your fathers, and do his pleasure and separate yourselves from the people of the land, and from the strange wives” (Ezra 10:2-3, 10-11).
“Now it came to pass, when they had heard the law, that they separated from Israel all the mixed multitude” (Neh. 13:2). It was predicted that the peoples of Israel and Judah were to intermarry with ‘beasts’ (Jer. 31:27).

“And that we would not give our daughters unto the people of the land, nor take their daughters for our sons” (Neh.10:30).

“.... Ye shall not give your daughters unto their sons, nor take their daughters unto yours, or for yourselves. Did not Solomon king of Israel sin by these things? ... nevertheless even him did outlandish women cause to sin” (Neh. 13:25-27).

“A bastard [one of mixed race] shall not enter into the congregation of the Lord; even to his tenth generation shall he not enter into the congregation of the Lord” (Deut. 23:2-3, see also verses 3-4) i.e. if a black marries a white and their children onwards marry only white partners until ten generations have passed, they are still not accepted in the eyes of the Lord.

“Thou mayest not set a stranger over thee which is not thy brother” (Deut. 17:14-15) i.e. who is not a close kinsman of your race.

“They have dealt treacherously against the Lord: for they have begotten strange children;” (Hosea 5:7).

“And Israel abode in Shittim, and the people began to commit whoredom with the daughters of Moab. ....one of the children of Israel came and brought unto his brethren a Midianitish woman in the sight of Moses .... And when Phinehas, the son of Eleazar, the son of Aaron the priest saw it, he rose up from among the congregation, and took a javelin in his hand; And he went after the man of Israel into his tent, and thrust both of them through, the man of Israel, and the woman through her belly. So the plague [that killed 24 000] was stayed from the children of Israel” (Num. 25:1-18).

“Thou shalt not sow thy vineyard with divers seeds: lest the fruit of thy seed which thou has sown, and the fruit of thy vineyard be defiled” (Deut. 22:9).

“Ye shall keep my statutes. Thou shalt not let thy cattle gender with a diverse kind: thou shalt not sow thy field with mingled seed: neither shall a garment mingled of linen and woollen come unto thee” (Lev. 19:19).

“.. the heathen entered into her sanctuary whom thy didst command that they shouldest not enter into thy congregation” (Lam. 1: 10).

Racial exclusivity
God warned Israel in ages past that foreigners allowed to settle in her land would become: “... as pricks in your eyes and thorns in your sides, and they shall trouble you in the land in which you live (Num. 33: 55)”. 

Racial and religious exclusivity of the Israelites was to be enduring since Christ said “I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of Israel” (Matt. 15: 24) “who shall be known by my name [Christians]”. The peoples to whom the Disciples went after the crucifixion are identified as the Lost Tribes of Israel (Hoeh, 2012).

“Now it came to pass, when they had heard the law, that they separated from Israel all the mixed multitude” (Neh. 13:2).

“And hath made of one blood all nations of men to dwell on the face of the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their habitation” (Acts 17:26).

“When the Most High divided to the nations their inheritance, when he separated the sons of Adam, he set the bounds of the people according to the number of the children of Israel” (Deut. 32:8).

“And before him shall be gathered all nations; and he shall separate them one from another, as a shepherd divideth his sheep from his goats” (Matt. 25:32).

“Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will sow the house of Israel and the house of Judah with the seed of man, and with the seed of beast” (Jer. 31:27).

“...they shall every man turn to his own people, and flee everyone to his own land” (Isaiah 13:14).

Furthermore, the Flood was to wipe out the miscegenation that had taken place between the daughters of Man and the Sons of God (Gen. 6: 2-6). Jesus was inspected in his crib by the wise men who confirmed that he was ‘without blemish and without spot’ and therefore fulfilled all the criteria of the Messiah e.g. he did not have the Mongol spot indicating miscegenation. Theologians have tried to explain this away as a referral to the character of Christ, which of course, is impossible to judge in a new-born baby. It was literally an inspection for the medically well known ‘Mongolian spot’, blemishes, and other signs of miscegenation. Blue eyes and white skin are recessive genes, which mean that the slightest contamination of genes from non-white peoples becomes immediately apparent. Hence the practice in the USA where if a person is not pure white, is regarded as ‘coloured’ [the ‘one-drop’ rule where anyone with a trace of black ‘blood’ is regarded as black]. The importance of race cannot be underestimated. A study of brain activity at the University of Colorado at Boulder showed that subjects registered race in about one-tenth of a second, even before they discern gender.

A multi-racial society will eliminate Whites because they have double recessive genes coding for various traits (late maturation, larger cranial capacity, lower testosterone levels)
whereas Blacks have all dominant genes in these positions and the various mixed peoples have an assortment of dominant and recessive alleles. Interbreeding must invariably destroy the White genome as the offspring will have mixed alleles.

Thus, if God’s Word says **miscegenation is utterly condemned, it is impossible that Adam and his progeny down to Jesus could ever be of mixed blood**, and all the historical evidence pronounces that the line of Adam down to Christ was white and fair-haired. Jesus was the Son of God and if He had been of mixed race, this would intimate that so was God – the God who condemned all racial mixing!

Who are the Jews?

**Japheth** is the father of the **Mongoloids, Shem** of the **Caucasoids** and **Ham** through marriage of the **Negroids**.

The word ‘Jew’ only appears in the Bible (and then only in translations revised in the 18th century) after the return of the remnant of the Tribe of Judah to Jerusalem from captivity in Babylon i.e. “At that time Rezin king of Syria recovered Elath to Syria, and drove the Jews from Elath” (1 Kings 16:6). By the time of Jesus the word **Edom or Edomite** had been translated by Greek and Latin into **Ioudaios and Iudaeus** meaning a Judean or person living in Judea (Standing). Strictly speaking, the word Jew should be ‘Judahite’ i.e. a resident of **Judea**. During their absence in captivity, other tribes had moved into Judea of which were the Edomites and Amalekites. God had ordered that they be exterminated but instead were converted to Judaism by John Hyrcanus in about 120 BC. The **first ‘Jews’ were therefore Canaanite-Edomite-Hittite** (Standing). They formed its most powerful section – “**Edom is in Judaism**” is recorded in the **Jewish Encyclopaedia** (Vol. 5 p 41, 1925) and ‘They (Edom) were hereafter no other than Jews’ (Josephus). The Greeks referred to them as the Idumeans. God told Saul to utterly destroy the **Amalekites** because of their evil, but Saul conquered them only and so God terminated his kingship. **Esau** (which means ‘red’) married Hittite and Canaanite women (Gen. 26:34-35) and had a son called **Edom** (which also means ‘red’), and a grandson through Eliphaz called **Amalek**. Even in the womb God loved Jacob but **hated Esau** “... and the Lord hath **indignation forever against Edom**” (Romans 9:4-22; Malachi 1:1-5). It is prophesied that in the last great battle, that the Edomites will be prominent in the forces of evil (Ezekiel 36-39). Remnants of the tribe of Benjamin were also to be found in Palestine during the time of Jesus and **except for Judas** (who was not an Israelite), all the **disciples were of the tribe of Benjamin**. After the Jewish revolt against Rome (A.D. 70), the tribe of Benjamin requested permission to leave the Holy Land and this was granted by Rome. The only influx of people at this time occurred into **Cyprus**, and it is probable that this is where they went. The emblem of the tribe of Benjamin was that of a **wolf** (Gen. 49:29), and Cyprus later became a stronghold of the **Normans** whose emblem was also that of the
The Edomites are descended of Esau (Genesis 36:8) whom God hated even in the womb and would hate forever.

The Pharisees were the main antagonists of Jesus and admitted that they were never in captivity (John 8:33-59) and hence were not Israelites. The Jews are recorded as coming from Asia (Acts 21:27). Jesus condemned them time and again as “the synagogue of Satan” (Rev. 2:9), hypocrites (Matt.23:13-17), ‘contrary to all men’ (1 Thes.2:14-16) and identifies them as the seed of Cain (John 8:44) as serpents, a race (generation) of vipers (Matt. 23:33-35). Proselyting also took place “And many of the people of the land became Jews; for the fear of the Jews fell upon them” (Esther 8:17). Jesus twice accuses ‘those who say they are Jews and are not’ (Rev. 2: 9) and that ‘he is a liar and the father of lies’ (John 8: 31-44). The prophet Ezekiel refers to Idumea as taking possession of the land and heritage of Israel and Judah (Ezekiel 35: 10-11, 15; 36: 2, 5). Jesus differentiated the Jews from the Israelites quite clearly by saying “Because you are not of my flock you do not believe” (John 10: 24-27).

The Jews fulfil none of the prophesies in the Bible pertaining to the tribes of Israel: 2 Sam. 7:10 and Jer.31:8 (Isles in the North & West); Gen. 12:2 (Great nation); Gen. 35:11 (a company of nations); Gen. 49:10 (sceptre & Law giver); Jer. 33:17 (monarch); 2 Sam.7:13 (throne forever). The twelve Apostles were told to “.... go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel (Matt.10:5-6)” where they will be called by my name (Christians). If the paths that the twelve apostles took are traced historically, then the nations comprising the lost tribes of Israel are easily discerned (Hoeh, 2012).

Over 90% of modern Jewry known as Ashkenazi Jews, have no ancestral ties to Israel because they are descendants of ethnic Turk-Mongol Khazars, remnants of Attila the Hun who invaded Christendom in the 4th century and were located in Asia Minor (Turkey) but eventually settled north of the Black and Caspian Seas (southern Russia & Ukraine). They converted to Judaism in 740 A.D. in order to trade with both their Muslim and Christian neighbours while still able to remain independent from them. The Khazars imported thousands of Semitic rabbis and over 1000 years there was some interbreeding between them and this is why there are limited genetic links between them today, even though the religious Cohens attempted to preserve their racial purity. The terrible Huns were a Turkic-speaking group led into Central Europe by Attila in the 5th century A.D. Even before their conversion to Judaism, the Khazars, like the Hun and other Asiatics, were active slave traders. The Slavs bore the brunt of the slaving expeditions of the Khazars. With their conversion to Judaism, an association of Judaism with slave trade in the east became firmly established – and became the origin of the association of Jews with slave trading. The Khazars were re-exporters of foreign goods, middlemen, inspectors of trade, gold- and silversmiths, money lenders and extracted 10% tax on all trade. They killed anyone thought to be extra intelligent c.f. the wiping out of all intellectuals by the Jewish communists in Russia, which was emulated by Communists in Cambodia and China. The Semitic Jews were a mixture of Old European, Semitic, Arabic and Asian peoples and the Khazars were not that
different, with an infusion of Mongol blood and just a little lighter in colour. **Ashkenaz was the son of Gomer, of Japheth, son of Noah** (Gen. 10:3; 1 Chron. 1:6) and not from Shem and are therefore not Semites. **Genetically the Khazars are more related to the Hun, Uigur, and Magyar tribes.**

In 1016 a joint Russo-Byzantine expedition against the Khazars began their decline as a powerful military presence and a source of mercenaries. Their capital, Itil, was at the crossroads of east-west as well as north-south trade routes, and the Khazars extracted large revenue from taxing goods passing through their territories. **The Khazars joined Ghengis Khan** when his hordes invaded Eastern Europe and the Near East in the 13th century and later **migrated into Poland, Lithuania and Russia.** The mainstream of Jewish migrations did not flow from the Mediterranean across France and Germany to the east and back again, but moved consistently in a westerly direction from the Caucasus through the Ukraine into Poland and thence into Central Europe.

These Ashkenazi Jews spoke **Yiddish** which is of German extraction – which, together with genetic evidence, is interpreted by them as having descended from one Germanic grandmother. At least 80% of Ashkenazi maternal ancestry comes from women indigenous to **Europe,** and 8% from the Near East, with the rest uncertain (Wade, 2013). History however indicates that when the Mongol horde settled in southern Russia they had no wives with them and **raided a local German tribe,** killed the men and forced the women to marry them. Hence the reason for the **language (mother tongue)** being Yiddish and their genes being linked to a German tribe. Yiddish is a mixture of Hebrew, Slavonic and East German dialects and the lack of West European words indicates that they did not stem from the diaspora.

Israeli historian Shlomo Sand (“**The invention of the Jewish People**”) reveals that the **Sephardic Jews** are the descendants of north-west **African Berber tribes** which shortly after the collapse of the Roman Empire formed a Berber kingdom under a Jewish queen and **converted to Judaism.** They were part of the occupation by the **Moors of Spain** and after the Reconquista they emigrated to Holland, England, Greece, Turkey, Iraq and India. The **Sephardim Judeans were known as Samaritans during the time of the Messiah,** because they were living in Samaria. They are of **mixed Edom/Esau Canaanite** stock. Geneticists report that less than 2% of ‘Jews’ living in ‘Israel’ is actually **Israelites.** The various groups of Jews in the world today **do not share a common genetic origin** – their genome is largely **Khazar** (Elhaik, 2012). The only Abrahamic blood flowing in their veins come from the Sephardic Jews, **whose lineage can be traced back to Esau/Edom** (Google. Jewish Ancestry.htm)

There is also no genetic proof that the Ashkenazi are descendants of Jews who fled Palestine after the Muslim conquest of the Holy Land, settled in the Rhineland and then later moved east. They also have nothing to do with the Roman Exile of 70 A.D. **Most Jews**
are not all related to each other and are rather a political entity. The counterfeit return of the Jews to Israel was prophesied (Ezekiel 39:23-29).

Quotes 1000-year-old document of an Arab historian, “The Khazars and their king are all Jews .... Some are of the opinion that Gog and Magog are the Khazars”. The Khazar king in a letter traced his people in Togarma and Japheth, the ancestors of all Turkish tribes. The Khazar kingdom was known as the kingdom of the “Red” Jews. The Jew Cecil Roth remarked “The Jewish dark ages may be said to begin with the Renaissance” i.e. an admission that the Jews were supreme in the Dark Ages but lost their dominion over Europe during the Renaissance. In fact, the Renaissance occurred after the Jews were expelled from Europe starting with King Edward I (the Statute of Jewry of 1290 which has never been rescinded) and followed by all European countries over a period of several hundred years which allowed the monopoly in trade to be broken and the outlawing of usury (Isaiah 1:22; Exodus 22:26) which kept the peoples of Europe in bondage. ‘Judaism’ today and ‘Pharisaism’ in the time of Jesus are the same (Freedman).

This assuming of the identity of the Israelites by the Khazars was predicted by the Apostle John: “…the blasphemy by those who say they are Jews and are not, but are of a synagogue of Satan (Rev. 2: 9). Christ held the Jews responsible for all the righteous blood shed upon the earth since Abel (Matt. 24).

Mohammad

Of passing interest, the Hadith mentions in several places that Mohammad (570 – 632 A.D.) was a White man: a man asked ‘Who among you is Mohammed?’ “At that time the Prophet was sitting among us leaning on his arm. We replied, ‘The white man reclining on his arm’” (Bukhari 1:63). He is described as a ‘white person’ (Bukhari II: 122); ‘... That the whiteness of his armpits became visible’ when he lifted his arms (Bukhari II: 141); and when requested to describe him, his followers said “He was white and his beard was black with some white hair in it” (Bukhari IV: 744). When riding on his camel, Muhammad’s ‘... thigh was uncovered by the shift of his Izar (waist-sheet) and I saw the whiteness of the thing of Allah’s Prophet’ (Bukhari I: 367). When Mohammad became inspired, his followers reported that “… his heart would beat rapidly: his face turn red; ...” (The Hadith).

The Hadith were ‘...accounts of the verbal and physical traditions of Muhammad that date from several generations after his death; one such collection was by Muhammad al-Bukhari’.

Offenses against God: warnings regarding priests and prophets
Many persons entrusted with the upbringing of our children today are deliberately stunting the growth of White children for political reasons. This targeting of children is diabolical and takes many forms. White children are continually brainwashed into believing that their race is responsible for all the ills of the past and present. They are made to be ashamed of their own race while at the same time other races are elevated and held up for adulation even if they were the most despicable terrorist murderers. The child faced with this daily total onslaught against him/her, begins to withdraw and becomes filled with self-doubt and guilt which is extremely harmful to the child. It is designed to stifle the ambition of White children and stunt their growth to ‘level the playing fields’ i.e. social engineering to make everyone ‘equal’.

The **parable of the tares** (Matt. 13: 24-30, 36-43) warns the people of God that a **counterfeit people would live amongst them** and undermine their existence. Tares are a most destructive weed (*Lolium temulentum*) which is almost indistinguishable from wheat, amongst which it often grows. Only when they come to ear can they be distinguished. This is what Jesus referred to when He said “You shall judge them by their fruits”.

‘Multiculturalism’ means ‘multi-racialism’ and is a code word for **White genocide** because only the White nations are forced to take in the inassimilable flotsam and jetsam of the world. Multiculturalism **defies nature** and can only be **implemented with force**. Hence all the legislation to enforce this e.g. ‘hate speech’, refugee rights, political correctness. ‘**Anti-racism**’ is a code word for **anti-White** because it is only applied to Whites. In the same vein, the definition of ‘**anti-Semitism**’ is: those persons whom the Jews hate. Miscegenation is most destructive to the White Christian nations because a scrambled egg can never be unscrambled. Studies in **Denmark** and elsewhere have shown that refugee immigrants have a **birth rate four times** that of their host population which means that they **will replace the Europeans** over time who will become minorities in their own countries. The average IQ of 100 for indigenous Danes has **been lowered to IQ 70-85** due to the influx of low-IQ non-Whites (Nyborg 2011). This has serious implications for Western nations because **only first-world people can create and maintain a first-world civilization** and the incredible technology that supports it today. Because **geniuses** appear in the Germanic nations at intervals, **dilution of the gene pool** of these nations by inferior genes means that the appearance of geniuses will occur **less frequently** and at **longer durations**. This will retard the progress of the White man (and therefore of the world at large) and preventing him from achieving his destiny. The White nations of today are like **Gulliver**, held down by thousands of tiny ropes (laws, political correctness, etc.) tied by the Lilliputians (those aliens which infest our governments, the media and business) which in effect say “White man, we will not allow you to progress without taking the rest of humanity along with you”.

Yet the Bible foresaw this and has this to say about teachers and preachers who lie to implement alien diabolical political programs:
A preacher or a prophet who leads people to worship false gods is to be put to death, because he has counselled rebellion against God (Deut. 13:1-5).

Beware of those that honour Christ with words but teach as their doctrines the precepts and traditions of men (Matt 15:8-9).

Preachers who preach to please men are not a servant of Christ (Gal. 1:10).

Beware lest any deceive you through philosophy, according to the traditions of men, and not according to Christ (Col. 2:8).

Take heed that no preacher, theologian, or teacher deceive you; for many shall come in Christ’s name and shall deceive many (Jer. 29:8-9; Matt. 24:4-5; Mark 13:5-6).

Yet take heed: “Thou you soar like the eagle and set your nest among the stars [referring to Edom’s power at the end of the age], I will bring you down from there, says the Lord. There shall be no survivor from the house of Esau, for the Lord has spoken” (Obadiah 4, 18).
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